Purpose

MOD APICQN sets the API value for the specified date.

This MOD only applies to event API models. It does not apply to the Operation API-CONT. MOD APICCO is used to change the API value in Operation API-CONT.

Format

Use Format B3 with one date on the command card.

```
.APICQN date [ FGROUP ]
identifier value [ / opname ]
```

where date is the date which must be less than or equal to Technique LSTCMPDY and must be greater than or equal to Technique STARTRUN

value is the API value

Example

In this example API values are input for several Segments. If the date specified falls within the run period then the API value is temporarily changed on that date.

```
.APICQN 1108
GRNM5-NULM5 .5
RAPM5 1.5
```